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INTRODUCTION 

During the period from October 15, 2010 to March 
14, 2014 Comenius University in Bratislava 
(Slovakia) was a coordinator of the Tempus project 
„Environmental Governance for Environmental 
Curricula“ (EnGo). Co-ordination team worked at the Faculty of Natural 
Sciences (FNS), Department of Landscape Ecology. Project was co-ordinated 
in collaboration with the Project Centre of FNS, Comenius University in 
Bratislava. 
 

What is TEMPUS? 

Tempus (The Trans-European mobility scheme for university studies) supported 
the modernisation of higher education and created an area of co-operation in 
countries surrounding the European Union (EU) since 1990 to 2014 years. 
Established in 1990, the scheme covered 28 countries in the Western Balkans, 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, North Africa and the Middle East. The overall 
objective of Tempus was to contribute to the creation of an area of cooperation 
in the field of higher education between the EU and the Tempus partner 
countries (PC). As of 2014, Tempus-like activities, namely capacity building 
activities, are part of a new cooperation programme named Erasmus+. These 
activities concern all Tempus countries plus Latin America, Asia and African, 
Caribbean and Pacific countries.  
 

Project consortium 

The project consortium was created by17 partners. In the project were involved 
6 institutions from EU countries and 11 institutions from the partner countries (3 
from Russia, 3 from Ukraine and 5 from Belarus): 

– P01 UKB: Comenius University in Bratislava (co-ordinator), Slovakia 
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– P02 CEU: Central European University, Hungary 

– P03 IVM: VU University Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

– P04 SGGW: Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Poland 

– P05 KLU: Alpen-Adria University in Klagenfurt, Austria 

– P06 BDTU: Belarusian State Technological University, Belarus  

– P07 ISEU: International A. Sakharov Environmental University, Belarus 

– P08 BRU: Belarusian-Russian University, Belarus 

– P09 CRICUWR: Central Research Institute for Complex Use of Water 
Resources, Belarus 

– P10 ECP: Ecoproject, Belarus 

– P11 KNAME: O. M. Beketov National University of Urban Economy in 
Kharkiv, Ukraine 

– P12 OGMI: Odessa State Environmental University, Ukraine  

– P13 IEC: Institute of Carpathian Ecology, Ukraine 

– P14 SFU: Siberian Federal University, Russia 

– P15 NOEP: Independent Environmental Chamber of Krasnoyarsk Kray, 
Russia 

– P16 PGPU: Pskov State University, Russia 

– P17 MDN: Median, Spain. 
 

Objectives of the Tempus project No. 511390 EnGo 

The key objective of the project was increased the competitiveness of 
environmental professional and research education at PC (partners countries) 
universities in Belarus, Russia and Ukraine using principles and methods of the 
Bologna Process. Specific objectives of the project were as follows: 

– To upgrade curricula in three major areas of environmental education in 
partner universities of Belarus, Russia and Ukraine (environmental policy, 
management and science), in particular enhancing policy dimension, 
practical orientation, and international context, by developing a three 
cycle program in environmental governance. 

– To transfer the best Bologna practices (e.g. principles and organisation of 
curriculum development, innovative learning etc.) from EU to the partner 
countries, and advocating Bologna values and principles in Belarus. 

– To build capacity for pro-active, innovative and competitive universities, 
including the development of an interactive platform for educators and 
employers, exchange of teachers and teaching expertise, developing 
effective quality assurance mechanisms etc. 

– To channel the transfer of EU best practices to the partner countries, and 
to strengthen research and professional networks in the EU and the 
Eastern neighbourhood area. 

– These activities included the development of teaching/learning materials, 
creating/improving mechanisms for evaluation and (self-)evaluation, and 
setting-up formal procedures for interactions with employers and for 
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international network-building. Partners from Europe Union, through 
training events, academic mobility and consultancy worked for teachers, 
administrative staff and students ensured that their expertise in curricula 
development, quality assurance, collaboration with employers, and 
international networking was translated into working arrangements. 

 

Project solving method 

Project tasks were solved in the frame of 7 work packages (Tab. 1), which were 
interconnected (Fig. 1) to ensure the synergy in all the project activities.  

 
Tab. 1:  Work packages 

Work package N° Title of Work package 

WP1 Revision and upgrading of relevant BSc/specialist degree 
programs at partner countries universities 

WP2 Curriculum development for an MSc course in Environmental 
Governance at PC universities 

WP3 Establishment of MSc program in Environmental Governance at 
PC universities 

WP4 Integration of environmental governance dimensions into the 
PhD program 

WP5 Dissemination and communication 

WP6 Quality control 

WP7 Project management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1:  Overview of interactions between particular work packages 

WP7 Project management, WP6 Quality control, WP5 Dissemination and communication 
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Thematic focus was aimed on national and regional thematic priorities. The 
national and regional thematic priorities addressed by the project (as outlined in 
the original application) had to do with developments in fields of ecology 
(Russia), energy and environment (Belarus), environment (Ukraine) and 
environment including climate change (regional). They were fully addressed by 
the project by developing courses, MSc program curricula, case studies, 
dissertation themes for PhD program in environmental governance, training 
course (including summer school series on climate change adaptation and 
adaptive governance and two schools on energy governance, including the 
nuclear governance), and EnGo textbooks. 

The national priority of developing partnerships with enterprises (Belarus and 
Ukraine) was addressed through the development of discussion platform with 
employers about the curriculum development strategies and ways to interact, 
through surveying employers and alumni, and joint development of case studies 
for courses and theses, and involvement to teaching. 

The regional priorities of modernisation of curricula with three-cycle structure 
and European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS)and degree 
recognition were among the central project objectives, and the whole project 
plan and its implementation had to do with this. In particular, we have worked 
on capacity building for PhD studies, which were not considered as a part of 
tertiary education in all the three countries, and on transforming MSc program 
into a modern and worthwhile educational experience. All the curricula and 
course units have been defined in ECTS, and student mobility resulted in ECTS 
transfers, thus developing and promoting ECTS recognition schemes. 

 

Project outcomes 

The main project results that had to do with the curriculum development for 
BSc. level included revision of curricula of eleven BSc or specialist programs 
run by the seven EnGo PC university partners. Following up the 
recommendations, we have updated over 30 courses and developed almost 30 
new ones, including 11 courses jointly developed and piloted by early stage 
faculty representing two or more EnGo partners.  

To develop and launch the EnGo MSc program, we developed a detailed 
program outline consisted from five modules and filled in with core courses, 
which were common for all the MSc programs in environmental governance 
offered by EnGo partners. Due to the differences in national legislation, 
capacity, local needs and research specialisation, we negotiated with the 
partners different specialisation tracks, which were “environmental 
management” at three Belarusian universities and O. M. Beketov National 
University of Municipal Economy in Kharkiv, “management of agroecosystems” 
at Odessa State Environmental University, “Ecology of Northern Oil and Gas 
Provinces” at Siberian Federal University, and Pskov State University was 
working on accrediting its new program in environmental management.  

The specific objective of establishing PhD. programs in environmental 
governance was partly modified and re-formulated to take into account the 
partner’s capacity and slower than expected higher education reforms in PCs – 
basically, bureaucratic hurdles that were beyond the scope of the project. We 
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have developed the curricula in environmental governance, and based on this 
outline, all the partners took their own path in developing their PhD programs. 
To pursue this objective we also recruited PhD students from EnGo partners to 
the research training network “Governance of Global Environmental Change” 
where their joint research and publications had been supported and 
coordinated. PhD training and research in environmental governance was 
supported by the comprehensive outline containing the most important 
discussion points, regional and local topical issues and references to the 
research methodology of environmental governance; it was organized around 
the topics: forest and land-use governance, energy governance and water 
governance. 

The objective of arranging training and networking events for teachers, 
administrative staff and students, and engaging them into international scholarly 
environmental networks have been achieved through our training and mobility 
program that featured a number of events (Tab. 2), including summer schools 
co-organised with the Earth System Governance and Land-Use global research 
alliances, and the International Environmental Assessment Network. The Earth 
System Governance alliance also co-organised the research training network 
“Governance of Global Environmental Change” involving early stage faculty and 
PhD students from all the PC partners. It included a series of research-intensive 
summer schools on adaptation and adaptive governance held in Budapest and 
Bratislava in 2011-2013 years, a number of one-off training events (e.g. 
“Multiply Methods in Governance of the Commons” in Bratislava, October 15-
28, 2012), and training program under the research training network for early 
stage faculty “Governance of Global Environmental Change” that included three 
summer schools in Pskov, Lviv and Krasnoyarsk, six autumn and spring events 
in Minsk, Kiev, Odessa and St.-Petersburg, and joint piloting of courses which 
were developed by early stage faculty (in total 9 course were piloted; all the PC 
universities were involved in course development and piloting).  

The objective of launching a web-portal was slightly modified in order to 
address changing needs, capacity and available instruments. We have 
launched three customised web-platforms – the project web-site (http://tempus-
engo.net/) designed as the project’s business card and containing all the news, 
updates and information about the project products, the project e-learning 
platform (http://envgov.osenu.org.ua) storing the courses developed under 
EnGo (with all the teaching materials and reading) and textbooks, and project 
Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/groups/293460204062319/), where 
all the project-related contents, adverts and updates were presented in a more 
informal way. 

The most important project outcome was the capacity built for the development 
of three-cycle program in environmental governance at seven partner 
universities in Belarus, Russia and Ukraine (and PhD programs at two research 
institutes), including trained staff, developed institutional and organisational 
arrangements, study programs and teaching materials. The outcomes also 
included the network of academics involved in multidisciplinary research and 
teaching of environmental science, management and policy in the three 
countries, and close cooperation links with companies and organisations 
employing environmental graduates. 

http://tempus-engo.net/
http://tempus-engo.net/
http://envgov.osenu.org.ua/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/293460204062319/
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Tab. 2: TEMPUS No 511390 EnGo key meetings and activities (overview about 

consortium meetings, ALUMNI conference, educational activities, schools) 

 
28/02/11 – 03/03/11 Kick-Off-Meeting in Bratislava (Slovakia) and Budapest 

(Hungary) 

11/05/11  Monitoring Day in Kharkiv (Ukraine) 

23/06/11 – 09/07/11 Summer School: “Adaptation and Adaptive Governance of 
Ecosystems”, Bratislava (Slovakia) and Budapest (Hungary) 

02/08/11 – 16/08/11 Summer School: “Governance of Global Environmental 
Change”, Pskov (Russia) 

06/11/11 – 12/11/11 Autumn School: “Nuclear Governance: Choices and Non-
Choices”, Minsk (Belarus) 

14/11/11 – 16/11/11 The 1
st
 Tempus EnGo Consortium Meeting in Mahilyow 

(Belarus) 

19/03/12 – 23/03/12 The 2
nd

 Tempus EnGo Consortium Meeting in Amsterdam (The 
Netherlands) 

21/04/12 – 27/04/12 Spring School: Nuclear Governance in a Changing World, Kiev 
(Ukraine) 

25/06/12 – 06/07/12 Summer School: Adaptive Thinking for Navigating the 
Anthropocene, Budapest (Hungary) 

22/07/12 – 04/08/12 Summer School: “Global Change and Local Challenges of 
Environmental Governance”, Lviv/Vorokhta (Ukraine) 

10/09/12 – 14/09/12 Tempus EnGo Meeting in Krasnoyarsk (Russia) 

15/10/12 – 28/10/12 Autumn School: “Multiple Methods in Governance of the 
Commons: The Central European School, Bratislava 
(Slovakia)” 

21/02/13 – 22/02/13 The 3
rd 

Tempus EnGo Consortium Meeting in Warsaw 
(Poland) 

22/06/13 – 06/07/13 Summer School: “Adaptation Governance: Spatial, Temporal 
and Cultural Constraints and Opportunities, Bratislava 
(Slovakia) and Budapest (Hungary) 

15/07/13 – 29/07/13 Summer School: Scale in Earth System Governance: Local 
Case Studies and Global Sustainability, Krasnoyarsk (Russia) 

10/10/2013  Workshop and round table for employers and environment 
universities “Training environmental bachelors / masters/ 
PhD”, Minsk, Belarus 

20/11/13 – 22/11/13 Tempus EnGo ALUMNI CONFERENCE: Actual 
Environmental Problems 2013", Minsk (Belarus) 

02/12/13 – 06/12/13 Winter school: Sustainability Issues Summarised, Categorised 
and Connected (transferring research results to learning 
outcomes), St. Petersburg (Russia) 

09/01/14 – 10/10/14 The 4
th

 Closure Tempus EnGo Consortium Meeting in 
Budapest (Hungary) 

 

Mobility program was one of the project drivers, because the key elements for 
the development of course syllabuses were academic mobility of PC experts to 
EU and EU experts to PC, and also consultations with research and non-
academic partners. All the mobility streams were implemented directly with the 
aim to ensure high level of quality in teaching and studying environmental 
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governance at all three degrees (bachelor, master and doctoral) at particular 
partner universities in relation to their specific focus. 

Partners of the project produced and made available to the project consortium 
and beyond a lot of teaching and learning materials. First of all, this was a set of 
four “main EnGo textbooks” on water, forest, energy and municipal 
environmental governance. EnGo academic partners have also published a 
number of textbooks covering narrower aspects of environmental sciences, 
management and policy. All the EnGo-developed courses were put on the same 
template, and they were uploaded on the EnGo e-learning site, where they were 
available to any consortium representative.  

The core concept of EnGo study programs was close interaction with the world 
of profession. To create, enhance and maintain these links, we have 
established a permanent seminar with environmental employers, where 
representatives of companies and organisations can share their views on the 
needs and developments in the field. This interaction also will be strengthened 
through our work with alumni, which was launched on the EnGo Alumni 
conference in the A. Sakharov Environmental University in November 19-21, 
2013. 
 

Role of EU partners 

The institutions from the European Union played the central role in the project 
implementation: Comenius University in Bratislava was coordinating the project 
and Central European University was supporting the coordinator in managing 
academic activities. Their representatives visited on regular basis all the 
partners´ countries, and alongside with academic activities carried out 
management and monitoring meetings, and consultations on project 
administration. These two universities also organised and co-organised all the 
consortium meetings (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), kept minutes and decision summaries. 
Of course, their role was also in the field of expertise transfer and other 
professional works. 

All the other partners representing EU countries had a role in transferring 
expertise (including management and networking expertise), in particular by 
organizing, co-organising and contributing to all the EnGo training or networking 
events (including discussions with employers and the Alumni Conference), 
setting up the research training network for early stage PC faculty “Governance 
of Global Environmental Change” (coordinated and co-financed by Central 
European University with all the other EU partners contributing to its many 
events with thematic, teaching and curriculum development expertise, tutoring, 
consulting and monitoring),and running series of three summer schools in 
adaptation and adaptive governance in Bratislava and Budapest (with Vrije 
Universiteit Amsterdam, MEDIAN and Alpen-Adria University responsible for 
most of the curricula).  

The EU partners jointly developed and piloted with PC partners at PC 
universities over 10 fully-fledged under- and post-graduate courses; this served 
for purposes of both transfer of thematic environmental expertise, but also for 
transferring expertise in curriculum development, teaching and organisation of 
teaching and learning activities. They also offered many more one-off sessions 
at PC universities, including PhD seminars and discussions on teaching 
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methodology – representatives of all the EU partners have been involved in 
such activities. 

 

 

Fig. 2:  Kick-Off-Meeting was organised at Comenius University in Bratislava (Slovakia) 

and Central European University in Budapest (Hungary) from February 28 to 
March 3, 2011 – photo of the participants at Faculty of Natural Sciences 
Comenius University in Bratislava 

 

 

Fig. 3:  The 4
th

 Tempus EnGo Consortium Closure Meeting was organised at Central 

European University in Budapest (Hungary) on January 09 – 10, 2014.  
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Future Tempus project EnGo development and sustainability of the 
results 

Most of future EnGo developments are expected in relation to our BSc, MSc 
and PhD study programs. They are likely to develop further, and some 
developments have been secured through a few project applications, including 
at least one that has already been awarded (Visegrad Foundation University 
Studies Grant „Transition of environmental governance in V4 – from post-
communist society to the EU”, 2014-2017; O. M. Beketov National University of 
Municipal Economy in Kharkiv, Central European University and Comenius 
University in Bratislava). We are also very proud of the very active network of 
our early stage faculty who continue their work on joint courses and teaching 
materials; at the moment they are developing a textbook on case study 
research and analysis that will be published by Pskov State University. 

Future project developments and sustainability of its results will be supported by 
cooperation agreements/memorandums of understandings signed by the EnGo 
partners (or being prepared for signing). This includes agreements between 
International A. Sakharov Environmental University, Siberian Federal University 
and Pskov State University, memorandum between all the Ukrainian partners 
for improving the national system of environmental education framework, 
agreements of O.M. Beketov National University of Municipal Economy in 
Kharkiv with Comenius University in Bratislava and Central European University 
etc. 

All the equipment purchased under the Tempus EnGo project will be used with 
the purpose to ensure high level of quality in teaching and researching issues of 
environmental governance at all the three levels (bachelor, master and 
doctoral).All the equipment will be maintained and insured according to 
partners’ policies. The main beneficiaries of new equipment are students. 

Our special thanks belong to Donald Kuenen Foundation (DKF) that supported 
our partner institutions by donating scientific books in environmental 
governance and related topics. The books were donated to four partner 
universities (2 from Belarus, 1 from Ukraine and 1 from Russia) and 2 research 
institutes (1 from Belarus and 1 from Ukraine); in total 91 books (67 titles) have 
been purchased. Books donated by the DKF will be used by the students to 
ensure the better quality of their research work, and to improve their academic 
English. 
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SÚHRN 

Projekt TEMPUS č. 511390 Environmentálne spravovanie v environmen-
tálnych učebných plánoch (2010 – 2014) 

Projekt Tempus č. 511390 EnGo (Environmentálne spravovanie v 
environmentálnych učebných plánoch) bol typom tzv. spoločného projektu 
Tempus a bolo do neho zapojených 17 inštitúcií z krajín Európskej únie 
(Slovensko, Maďarsko, Rakúsko, Holandsko, Poľsko a Španielsko) 
a partnerských krajín (Rusko, Bielorusko a Ukrajina). Projekt bol riešený 
v období od 15. októbra 2010 do 14. marca 2014 a koordinátorom projektu 
bola Univerzita Komenského v Bratislave, pričom koordinačný tím pôsobil 
na Prírodovedeckej fakulte, Katedre krajinnej ekológie. Do projektu boli 
zapojené univerzity s environmentálne zameranými študijnými programami 
a taktiež environmentálne orientované vedecké inštitúcie a neziskové 
organizácie. Hlavným cieľom projektu bolo revidovanie učebných plánov pre 
bakalárske štúdium, vytvorenie nových učebných plánov pre magisterské 
štúdium a zavedenie problematiky environmentálneho spravovania do 
doktorandského štúdia na partnerských univerzitách z Ruska, Bieloruska a 
Ukrajiny zapojených do projektu. 
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